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4.4.1. ASSIMILATION AS THE RESULT OF 
SPEECH ORGANS ARTICULATION 

Assimilation can involve the position of the tongue, the position of the lips, the 

position of the soft palate and the vocal chords. 

For example if we compare the English [u:] in the words choose [tSu:z], lose 

[lu:z], noon [nu:n] with the same sound in the words news [nju:z], muse [mju:z], 

accuse [q'kju:z], we shall see that when the English [u:] is preceded by [j] the 

position of the tongue is changed. Under the influence of mediolingual [j] the tongue 

moves forward and the sound [u:] becomes more advanced. 

When followed by a syllable with [У] the Ukrainian [O] is also somewhat 

changed – it becomes more close and back, resembling [У], e.g. зозуля [ЗУЗУЛ'А]. 

In pronouncing Ukrainian vowels, preceded or followed or both preceded and 

followed by palatalized consonants, the position of the tongue is changed. The tongue 

occupies a more front and close position than in pronouncing these vowels in an 

isolated position or between hard consonants. For example the Ukrainian [A] in the 

words лялька [Л'ÁЛ'КА], тяжко [Т'ÁЖКО] becomes more close and front. 

Assimilation may affect the position of the lips. 

This case occurs rather seldom in English. Ukrainian vowels may become 

slightly labialized under the influence of the neighbouring labial consonants. For 

example the first [A] in the Ukrainian word мавпа [МÁВПА] and the first [И] of the 

word вивчити [ВИВЧИТИ] become slightly labialized. 

Assimilation may involve the position of the soft palate. 

This case is not typical of English. Ukrainian vowels may become slightly 

nasalized under the influence of the neighbouring nasal sonant. For example vowels 

become slightly nasalized in the Ukrainian word мамо [MÁMO]. 

Assimilation may involve the speech organ which forms the obstruction, the 

manner in which a sound is produced or the place of the obstruction. 

Assimilation in English, as well as in Ukrainian, affects the place of the 

obstruction most often. 
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In the combinations of [t, d, n, l, s, z] with [T], [D] the dental [T, D] influence 

the alveolar [t, d, n, l, s, z] and the place of the obstruction is changed. Those 

alveolar sounds become dental. For example in the words filth [fIlT], tenth [tenT] 

consonants [l], [n] become dental, and in the word combinations and thus [qnd DAs], 

in the [In Dq], reached the ['rJtSt Dq] consonants [d], [n], [t] become dental too. 

Examples of assimilation involving the place of the obstruction in Ukrainian 

are: б'ешся [БЙEС'С'А], радишся [РÁДИС'С'А] (the place of the obstruction is 

changed and [Ш] is changed into [C'] under the influence of the following [C']). 

The cases of assimilation in which the organs of speech or the manner in which 

a sound is produced are rather rare in English. 

In Ukrainian assimilation involves the active organ and the manner of the 

production of noise more often. 

For example the Ukrainian [З] in the word покажчик [ПОКÁЖЧИК] was 

changed into [Ж] under the influence of the following [Ч]. 

Assimilation often involves the work of the vocal chords in English, though not 

so often as it does in Ukrainian. 

An example of assimilation involving the work of the vocal chords can be 

found in the word gooseberry ['gVzbqrI] where [s] was changed into [z] under the 

influence of the following voiced [b]. 

Assimilation affecting the work of the vocal chords can also be observed in the 

sentence Pete is a boy ['pi:t Iz q    bOI ||]. In colloquial speech [I] of the word is falls 

out and the voiced consonant [z] becomes voiceless under the influence of the 

preceding [t] – Pete’s a boy ['pJts  q    bOI ||]. 

In Ukrainian, voiced consonants at the beginning of a word become voiceless 

as a rule when followed by voiceless consonants. 

Examples: 

зшити [СШИТИ]; 
зсипати [ССИПАТИ]; 
розкидати [РОСКИДÁТИ]; 
з криниці [С КРИНИЦ'I]. 

Voiceless consonants in the middle of the word before voiced ones become 
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voiced, especially in quick colloquial speech. Thus, for example, in the words 

молотьба, вокзал voiceless [T'], [K] become voiced under the influence of the 

following voiced [Б], [З] and the words are pronounced [МОЛОД 'БÁ], [ВОGЗÁЛ]. 
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